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Machine Made: Tammany Hall and the Creation of Modern American Politics W. W. Norton & Company “Golway’s revisionist take is a useful reminder of the unmatched ingenuity of American politics.”—Wall Street Journal History casts Tammany Hall as shorthand for the worst of urban politics:
graft and patronage personiﬁed by notoriously crooked characters. In his groundbreaking work Machine Made, journalist and historian Terry Golway dismantles these stereotypes, focusing on the many beneﬁts of machine politics for marginalized immigrants. As thousands sought refuge from Ireland’s
potato famine, the very question of who would be included under the protection of American democracy was at stake. Tammany’s transactional politics were at the heart of crucial social reforms—such as child labor laws, workers’ compensation, and minimum wages— and Golway demonstrates that
American political history cannot be understood without Tammany’s profound contribution. Culminating in FDR’s New Deal, Machine Made reveals how Tammany Hall “changed the role of government—for the better to millions of disenfranchised recent American arrivals” (New York Observer). AntiPolitics Machine Development, Depoliticization, and Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho U of Minnesota Press Development, it is generally assumed, is good and necessary, and in its name the West has intervened, implementing all manner of projects in the impoverished regions of the world.
When these projects fail, as they do with astonishing regularity, they nonetheless produce a host of regular and unacknowledged eﬀects, including the expansion of bureaucratic state power and the translation of the political realities of poverty and powerlessness into "technical" problems awaiting
solution by "development" agencies and experts. It is the political intelligibility of these eﬀects, along with the process that produces them, that this book seeks to illuminate through a detailed case study of the workings of the "development" industry in one country, Lesotho, and in one "development"
project. Using an anthropological approach grounded in the work of Foucault, James Ferguson analyzes the institutional framework within which such projects are crafted and the nature of "development discourse," revealing how it is that, despite all the "expertise" that goes into formulating
development projects, they nonetheless often demonstrate a startling ignorance of the historical and political realities of the locale they are intended to help. In a close examination of the attempted implementation of the Thaba-Tseka project in Lesotho, Ferguson shows how such a misguided approach
plays out, how, in fact, the "development" apparatus in Lesotho acts as an "anti-politics machine," everywhere whisking political realities out of sight and all the while performing, almost unnoticed, its own pre-eminently political operation of strengthening the state presence in the local region.James
Ferguson is an associate professor of anthropology at the University of California at Irvine. The Annual Register, Or, A View of the History and Politics of the Year ... Political Change in the Metropolis Routledge This popular text has been thoroughly updated and revised to sharpen the focus
on its 'bias and change' theme, include the latest data/studies informing the ﬁeld, and cover important new topics (e.g., ﬂood disaster in New Orleans). Political Change in the Metropolis, Eighth Edition, continues to focus on the political changes that have taken place in American cities and the reactions
of urban scholars to them. In addition to oﬀering scholarly perspectives, the text oﬀers students a theoretical framework for interpreting these changing events for themselves. This framework analyzes the patterns of bias inherent in the organization and operation of urban politics, giving students an indepth look at the fascinating and constantly changing face of urban politics. Features Accessible writing style engages students in the material. Provides excellent coverage of the impact of immigrants and ethnic groups in the making of the American city. An abundance of historical material helps
students better understand the origins and development of urban politics and structures. Case studies throughout the text give students an opportunity to apply important material. The text exposes students to ﬁrst-rate discussions of political phenomena and empirical literature on those phenomena.
Labor and Urban Politics Class Conﬂict and the Origins of Modern Liberalism in Chicago, 1864-97 University of Illinois Press Oﬀers a detailed account of labor and its rise in urban politics in Chicago. U.S. Presidents For Dummies with Online Practice John Wiley & Sons Discover how the
Oval Oﬃce’s occupants have made and make history Which one was the tallest? Which one fought a duel? Which had liquor smuggled into the White House during Prohibition? And why is the president even called the president in the ﬁrst place? From periwigs and knee breeches to the 24-hour news
cycle and presidential Tweets, the fascinating and colorful stories of the 45 incumbents are a powerful lens through which to view U.S. history and get insight into the present. Taking readers on a fact-ﬁlled journey through two centuries, this book examines how each individual obtained their dream (or
nightmare) position, what they stood for (or against), achieved (or didn’t), and how their actions aﬀected the country—for better or worse. And—remembering that presidents are people too—it shows how the personal really can be political, exploring how each president’s vision, strengths, and foibles
helped or hindered them in building the country and their own legacy. Accessible biographies of all presidents Sidebars, timelines, and photos Lists of best and worst administrations Bonus online content, including quizzes galore to help build retention Whether you’re a student, a history buﬀ—or are
even interested in becoming president yourself one day—U. S. Presidents For Dummies is the perfect guide to what it takes to be leader of the free world, who has stepped up to that challenge, and how those personal histories can help us understand yesterday’s, today’s, and even tomorrow’s union.
Experts and Politicians Reform Challenges to Machine Politics in New York, Cleveland, and Chicago Princeton University Press In his most powerful fantasy novel yet, Stephen Lawhead takes us into the future. Decadent and reprobate King Edward the Ninth dies and with him the British
monarchy is extinguished. A new political order is coming into being. But in Scotland a distant scion of the Stuart line makes an astonishing discovery: that he is Arthur, king of ancient Britain re-born. Reinventing "The People" The Progressive Movement, the Class Problem, and the Origins of
Modern Liberalism University of Illinois Press In this much needed comprehensive study of the Progressive movement, its reformers, their ideology, and the social circumstances they tried to change, Shelton Stromquist contends that the persistence of class conﬂict in America challenged the very
deﬁning feature of Progressivism: its promise of social harmony through democratic renewal. Proﬁling the movement's work in diverse arenas of social reform, politics, labour regulation and "race improvement," Stromquist argues that while progressive reformers may have emphasized diﬀerent
programs, they crafted a common language of social reconciliation in which an imagined civic community ("the People") would transcend parochial class and political loyalties. As progressive reformers sought to reinvent a society in which class had no enduring place, they also marginalized new
immigrants and African Americans as being unprepared for civic responsibilities. In so doing, Stromquist argues that Progressives laid the foundation for twentieth-century liberals' inability to see their world in class terms and to conceive of social remedies that might alter the structures of class power.
Series in History Place Matters Metropolitics for the Twenty-ﬁrst Century Analyzes the problematic trends facing America's cities and older suburbs and challenges us to put America's urban crisis back on the national agenda. History of the State of New York, Political and Governmental
Race, Power, and Political Emergence in Memphis Routledge Race, Power, and Political Emergence in Memphis examines black political behavior and empowerment strategies in the city of Memphis. Each chapter of the text focuses on three themes-mobilization, emergence, and incorporation. By
analyzing the eﬀects of race on black political development in Memphis, scholars will be able to examine broader questions about its eﬀects in other cities. How do political machines use substantial black electorates to their advantage? What forms of protest do black communities conduct to rebel
against machine rule? What primary mobilization tactics have black citizens used during the diﬀerent periods of their political development? Why do blacks mobilize more quickly in some cities? In cities with large and predominantly black populations, what elements prevent black candidates from
winning citywide races? What constraints do newly elected black mayors face? What beneﬁts do black citizens gain from their representation? After a predominantly black governing coalition is elected, what obstacles remain? Can black citizens translate proportional representation into strong political
incorporation? How much power can African Americans realistic expect to gain in cities? This book is the most comprehensive case study of the city's political scene written to date. The text primarily shows that white racism is not the only obstacle to black political development. Black citizens can have
population majorities, but lose elections for other reasons. Their ability to win elections and gain full incorporation depends heavily on whether they minimize internal conﬂict and establish coalitions with middle-class citizens and the business establishment. Experts and Politicians Reform
Challenges to Machine Politics in New York, Cleveland, and Chicago Princeton University Press The success of these reform eﬀort, Finegold shows, depended on the diﬀerent ways in which public policy experts were incorporated into city politics. The relationship of experts and politicians in the
Progressive Era also helps to clarify the patterns of city politics in the three cities since this period. Machine Habitus Toward a Sociology of Algorithms John Wiley & Sons We commonly think of society as made of and by humans, but with the proliferation of machine learning and AI technologies,
this is clearly no longer the case. Billions of automated systems tacitly contribute to the social construction of reality by drawing algorithmic distinctions between the visible and the invisible, the relevant and the irrelevant, the likely and the unlikely – on and beyond platforms. Drawing on the work of
Pierre Bourdieu, this book develops an original sociology of algorithms as social agents, actively participating in social life. Through a wide range of examples, Massimo Airoldi shows how society shapes algorithmic code, and how this culture in the code guides the practical behaviour of the code in the
culture, shaping society in turn. The ‘machine habitus’ is the generative mechanism at work throughout myriads of feedback loops linking humans with artiﬁcial social agents, in the context of digital infrastructures and pre-digital social structures. Machine Habitus will be of great interest to students and
scholars in sociology, media and cultural studies, science and technology studies and information technology, and to anyone interested in the growing role of algorithms and AI in our social and cultural life. Saint Tammany and the Origin of the Society of Tammany Or Columbian Order in the
City of New York History of Political Parties in the State of New York From the Acknowledgement of the Independence of the United States to the Close of the Presidential Election in Eighteen Hundred Forty-four... Liberty and Coercion The Paradox of American
Government from the Founding to the Present Princeton University Press How the conﬂict between federal and state power has shaped American history American governance is burdened by a paradox. On the one hand, Americans don't want "big government" meddling in their lives; on the other
hand, they have repeatedly enlisted governmental help to impose their views regarding marriage, abortion, religion, and schooling on their neighbors. These contradictory stances on the role of public power have paralyzed policymaking and generated rancorous disputes about government’s legitimate
scope. How did we reach this political impasse? Historian Gary Gerstle, looking at two hundred years of U.S. history, argues that the roots of the current crisis lie in two contrasting theories of power that the Framers inscribed in the Constitution. One theory shaped the federal government, setting limits
on its power in order to protect personal liberty. Another theory molded the states, authorizing them to go to extraordinary lengths, even to the point of violating individual rights, to advance the "good and welfare of the commonwealth." The Framers believed these theories could coexist comfortably,
but conﬂict between the two has largely deﬁned American history. Gerstle shows how national political leaders improvised brilliantly to stretch the power of the federal government beyond where it was meant to go—but at the cost of giving private interests and state governments too much sway over
public policy. The states could be innovative, too. More impressive was their staying power. Only in the 1960s did the federal government, impelled by the Cold War and civil rights movement, deﬁnitively assert its primacy. But as the power of the central state expanded, its constitutional authority did
not keep pace. Conservatives rebelled, making the battle over government’s proper dominion the deﬁning issue of our time. From the Revolution to the Tea Party, and the Bill of Rights to the national security state, Liberty and Coercion is a revelatory account of the making and unmaking of government
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in America. Islands in the Street Gangs and American Urban Society Univ of California Press The overall goal of the research in this book was to understand gang phenomenon in the United States. In order to accomplish this goal, the author investigated gangs in diﬀerent cities in order to
understand what was similar in the way all gangs behaved and what was idiosyncratic to certain gangs. The research for this book took place over ten years and ﬁve months from 1978 to 1989 and will give the reader a comprehensive overview of gang behavior in the United States in that time period.
Organized Crime in the United States, 1865-1941 McFarland Why do Americans alternately celebrate and condemn gangsters, outlaws and corrupt politicians? Why do they immortalize Al Capone while forgetting his more successful contemporaries George Remus or Roy Olmstead? Why are some
public ﬁgures repudiated for their connections to the mob while others gain celebrity status? Drawing on historical accounts, the author analyzes the public's understanding of organized crime and questions some of our most deeply held assumptions about crime and its role in society. The Revolution
of ’28 Al Smith, American Progressivism, and the Coming of the New Deal Cornell University Press The Revolution of ’28 explores the career of New York governor and 1928 Democratic presidential nominee Alfred E. Smith. Robert Chiles peers into Smith’s work and uncovers a distinctive strain
of American progressivism that resonated among urban, ethnic, working-class Americans in the early twentieth century. The book charts the rise of that idiomatic progressivism during Smith’s early years as a state legislator through his time as governor of the Empire State in the 1920s, before
proceeding to a revisionist narrative of the 1928 presidential campaign, exploring the ways in which Smith’s gubernatorial progressivism was presented to a national audience. As Chiles points out, new-stock voters responded enthusiastically to Smith's candidacy on both economic and cultural levels.
Chiles oﬀers a historical argument that describes the impact of this coalition on the new liberal formation that was to come with Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal, demonstrating the broad practical consequences of Smith’s political career. In particular, Chiles notes how Smith’s progressive agenda
became Democratic partisan dogma and a rallying point for policy formation and electoral success at the state and national levels. Chiles sets the record straight in The Revolution of ’28 by paying close attention to how Smith identiﬁed and activated his emergent coalition and put it to use in his
campaign of 1928, before quickly losing control over it after his failed presidential bid. The Search for American Political Development Cambridge University Press Orren and Skowronek survey past and current 'APD' scholarship and outline a course of study for the future. Annual Review of
Information Science and Technology Information Today, Inc. ARIST, published annually since 1966, is a landmark publication within the information science community. It surveys the landscape of information science and technology, providing an analytical, authoritative, and accessible overview of
recent trends and signiﬁcant developments. The range of topics varies considerably, reﬂecting the dynamism of the discipline and the diversity of theoretical and applied perspectives. While ARIST continues to cover key topics associated with "classical" information science (e.g., bibliometrics,
information retrieval), editor Blaise Cronin is selectively expanding its footprint in an eﬀort to connect information science more tightly with cognate academic and professional communities. Contents of Volume 40 (2006): SECTION I: Information and Society Chapter 1: The Micro- and Macroeconomics of
Information, Sandra Braman Chapter 2: The Geographies of the Internet, Matthew Zook Chapter 3: Open Access, M. Carl Drott SECTION II: Technologies and Systems Chapter 4: TREC: An Overview, Donna K. Harman and Ellen M. Voorhees Chapter 5: Semantic Relations in Information Science,
Christopher S. G. Khoo and Jin-Cheon Na Chapter 6: Intelligence and Security Informatics, Hsinchun Chen and Jennifer Xu SECTION III: Information Needs and Use Chapter 7: Information Behavior, Donald O. Case Chapter 8: Collaborative Information Seeking and Retrieval, Jonathan Foster Chapter 9:
Information Failures in Health Care, Anu MacIntosh-Murray and Chun Wei Choo Chapter 10: Workplace Studies and Technological Change, Angela Cora Garcia, Mark E. Dawes, Mary Lou Kohne, Felicia Miller, and Stephan F. Groschwitz SECTION IV: Theoretical Perspectives Chapter 11: Information History,
Alistair Black Chapter 12: Social Epistemology and Information Science, Don Fallis Chapter 13: Formal Concept Analysis in Information Science, Uta Priss. Encyclopedia of U.S. Political History SAGE The Postwar Origins of the Global Environment How the United Nations Built Spaceship
Earth Columbia University Press In the wake of the Second World War, internationalists identiﬁed science as both the cause of and the solution to world crisis. Unless civilization learned to control the unprecedented powers science had unleashed, global catastrophe was imminent. But the
internationalists found hope in the idea of world government. In The Postwar Origins of the Global Environment, Perrin Selcer argues that the metaphor of “Spaceship Earth”—the idea of the planet as a single interconnected system—exempliﬁes this moment, when a mix of anxiety and hope inspired
visions of world community and the proliferation of international institutions. Selcer tells the story of how the United Nations built the international knowledge infrastructure that made the global-scale environment visible. Experts aﬃliated with UN agencies helped make the “global”—as in global
population, global climate, and global economy—an object in need of governance. Selcer traces how UN programs such as UNESCO’s Arid Lands Project, the production of a soil map of the world, and plans for a global environmental-monitoring system fell short of utopian ambitions to cultivate world
citizens but did produce an international community of experts with inﬂuential connections to national governments. He shows how events and personalities, cultures and ecologies, bureaucracies and ideologies, decolonization and the Cold War interacted to make global knowledge. A major contribution
to global history, environmental history, and the history of development, this book relocates the origins of planetary environmentalism in the postwar politics of scale. Economic Origins of Jeﬀersonian Democracy How Hamilton's Merchant Class Lost Out to the Agrarian South Courier Dover
Publications Focusing on the period from the Constitution's adoption through the Jeﬀerson administration, this volume chronicles the rise and triumph of the agrarian, slave-holding South over the urban, mercantile-oriented North. Old Labor and New Immigrants in American Political
Development Union, Party, and State, 1875-1920 Cornell University Press Why have American politics developed diﬀerently from politics in Europe? Generations of scholars and commentators have wondered why organized labor in the United States did not acquire a broad-based constituency or
form an autonomous labor party. In this innovative and insightful book, Gwendolyn Mink ﬁnds new answers by approaching this question from a diﬀerent angle: she asks what determined union labor's political interests and how those interests inﬂuenced the political role forged by the American
Federation of Labor. At bottom, Mink argues, the demographic dynamics of industrialization produced a profound racial response to economic change among organized labor. This response shaped the AFL's political strategy and political choices. In her account of the unique role played by labor in
politics prior to the New Deal, Mink focuses on the ways in which the organizational and political interests of the AFL were mediated by the national issue of immigration and links the AFL's response to immigration to its conservative stance in and toward politics. She investigates the political impact of a
labor market split between union and nonunion, old and new immigrant workers; of dramatic demographic change; and of nativism and racism. Mink then elucidates the development of trade-union political interests, ideology, and strategy; the movement of the AFL into established state and party
structures; and the consequent separation of the AFL from labor's social base. The Public City The Political Construction of Urban Life in San Francisco, 1850-1900 Univ of California Press A new look at how the issues of concern in the public sphere were inﬂuenced by journalism and political
organizing in American cities in the second half of the 19th century. King of the Bowery Big Tim Sullivan, Tammany Hall, and New York City from the Gilded Age to the Progressive Era State University of New York Press The ﬁrst full-length biography of Timothy D. "Big Tim" Sullivan, who
dominated New York City politics in the three decades prior to World War I. King of the Bowery is the ﬁrst full-length biography of Timothy D. "Big Tim" Sullivan, the archetypal Tammany Hall leader who dominated New York City politics—and much of its social life—from 1890 to 1913. A poor Irish kid
from the Five Points who rose through ambition, shrewdness, and charisma to become the most powerful single politician in New York, Sullivan was quick to perceive and embrace the shifting demographics of downtown New York, recruiting Jewish and Italian newcomers to his largely Irish machine to
create one of the nation’s ﬁrst multiethnic political organizations. Though a master of the personal, paternalistic, and corrupt politics of the late nineteenth century, Sullivan paradoxically embraced a variety of progressive causes, especially labor and women’s rights, anticipating many of the policies
later pursued by his early acquaintances and sometimes antagonists Al Smith and Franklin D. Roosevelt. Drawing extensively on contemporary sources, King of the Bowery oﬀers a rich, readable, and authoritative potrayal of Gotham on the cusp of the modern age, as refracted through the life of a man
who exempliﬁed much of it. “... a necessary book for anyone unsatisﬁed by the usual histories of Irish-American urban political machines. ... The Irish-American boss has rarely been awarded the careful appraisal of the kind that Welch ... gives Sullivan. ... But caveat lector: you don’t have to be Irish
American or a New Yorker or a Democrat to enjoy this book. All you have to be is interested in a well-told story that is also a ﬁrst-rate work of history.” — Peter Quinn, Commonweal Passions and Interests Political Party Concepts of American Democracy American Political Thought (Un Pomper
examines both empirically and normatively, models of party as bureaucratic organization, governing caucus, cause advocate, ideological community, social movement, urban machine, rational oﬃce-seeking team, and personal faction. He evaluates the contributions of U.S. political parties to democratic
values and presents a program to strengthen the parties as institutions of American democracy. The Dawn of Everything A New History of Humanity Farrar, Straus and Giroux INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A dramatically new understanding of human history, challenging our most
fundamental assumptions about social evolution—from the development of agriculture and cities to the origins of the state, democracy, and inequality—and revealing new possibilities for human emancipation. For generations, our remote ancestors have been cast as primitive and childlike—either free
and equal innocents, or thuggish and warlike. Civilization, we are told, could be achieved only by sacriﬁcing those original freedoms or, alternatively, by taming our baser instincts. David Graeber and David Wengrow show how such theories ﬁrst emerged in the eighteenth century as a conservative
reaction to powerful critiques of European society posed by Indigenous observers and intellectuals. Revisiting this encounter has startling implications for how we make sense of human history today, including the origins of farming, property, cities, democracy, slavery, and civilization itself. Drawing on
pathbreaking research in archaeology and anthropology, the authors show how history becomes a far more interesting place once we learn to throw oﬀ our conceptual shackles and perceive what’s really there. If humans did not spend 95 percent of their evolutionary past in tiny bands of huntergatherers, what were they doing all that time? If agriculture, and cities, did not mean a plunge into hierarchy and domination, then what kinds of social and economic organization did they lead to? The answers are often unexpected, and suggest that the course of human history may be less set in stone,
and more full of playful, hopeful possibilities, than we tend to assume. The Dawn of Everything fundamentally transforms our understanding of the human past and oﬀers a path toward imagining new forms of freedom, new ways of organizing society. This is a monumental book of formidable intellectual
range, animated by curiosity, moral vision, and a faith in the power of direct action. Includes Black-and-White Illustrations History of American City Government: The formation of traditions, 1775-1870 The Restless City A Short History of New York from Colonial Times to the Present
Routledge The Restless City: A Short History of New York from Colonial Times to the Present is a short, lively history of the world’s most exciting and diverse metropolis. It shows how New York’s perpetual struggles for power, wealth, and status exemplify the vigor, creativity, resilience, and inﬂuence of
the nation’s premier urban center. The updated second edition includes nineteen images and brings the story right up through the mayoral election of 2009. In these pages are the stories of a broad cross-section of people and events that shaped the city, including mayors and moguls, women and
workers, and policemen and poets. Joanne Reitano shows how New York has invigorated the American dream by confronting the fundamental economic, political, and social challenges that face every city. Energized by change, enriched by immigrants, and enlivened by provocative leaders, New York
City’s restlessness has always been its greatest asset. The Political Clubs of New York City New York : G.P. Putnam's Sons Social Policy in the United States Future Possibilities in Historical Perspective Princeton University Press Reforming health care, revamping the welfare system,
preserving or cutting Social Security, creating employment programs for displaced employees, and revising U.S. social programs to help working parents with children - all of these endeavors and more are part of ongoing national debates about the future of social policy in the United States. In this wideranging collection of essays, renowned social scientist Theda Skocpol shows how historical understanding, centered on U.S. governmental institutions and shifting political alliances, can illuminate the limits and possibilities of American social policymaking both past and present. The Origins of Cool in
Postwar America University of Chicago Press Cool. It was a new word and a new way to be, and in a single generation, it became the supreme compliment of American culture. The Origins of Cool in Postwar America uncovers the hidden history of this concept and its new set of codes that came to
deﬁne a global attitude and style. As Joel Dinerstein reveals in this dynamic book, cool began as a stylish deﬁance of racism, a challenge to suppressed sexuality, a philosophy of individual rebellion, and a youthful search for social change. Through eye-opening portraits of iconic ﬁgures, Dinerstein
illuminates the cultural connections and artistic innovations among Lester Young, Humphrey Bogart, Robert Mitchum, Billie Holiday, Frank Sinatra, Jack Kerouac, Albert Camus, Marlon Brando, and James Dean, among others. We eavesdrop on conversations among Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone de Beauvoir,
and Miles Davis, and on a forgotten debate between Lorraine Hansberry and Norman Mailer over the "white Negro" and black cool. We come to understand how the cool worlds of Beat writers and Method actors emerged from the intersections of ﬁlm noir, jazz, and existentialism. Out of this mix,
Dinerstein sketches nuanced deﬁnitions of cool that unite concepts from African-American and Euro-American culture: the stylish stoicism of the ethical rebel loner; the relaxed intensity of the improvising jazz musician; the eﬀortless, physical grace of the Method actor. To be cool is not to be hip and to
be hot is deﬁnitely not to be cool. This is the ﬁrst work to trace the history of cool during the Cold War by exploring the intersections of ﬁlm noir, jazz, existential literature, Method acting, blues, and rock and roll. Dinerstein reveals that they came together to create something completely new—and that
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something is cool. DeWitt Clinton and the Origin of the Spoils System in New York Bulletin of the New York Public Library Includes its Report, 1896-19 . What It Took to Win A History of the Democratic Party Farrar, Straus and Giroux One of Kirkus Reviews' 40 most anticipated books
of 2022 One of Vulture's "49 books we can't wait to read in 2022" A leading historian tells the story of the United States’ most enduring political party and its long, imperfect and newly invigorated quest for “moral capitalism,” from Andrew Jackson to Joseph Biden The Democratic Party is the world’s
oldest mass political organization. Since its inception in the early nineteenth century, it has played a central role in deﬁning American society, whether it was exercising power or contesting it. But what has the party stood for through the centuries, and how has it managed to succeed in elections and
govern? In What It Took to Win, the eminent historian Michael Kazin identiﬁes and assesses the party’s long-running commitment to creating “moral capitalism”—a system that mixed entrepreneurial freedom with the welfare of workers and consumers. And yet the same party that championed the
rights of the white working man also vigorously protected or advanced the causes of slavery, segregation, and Indian removal. As the party evolved towards a more inclusive egalitarian vision, it won durable victories for Americans of all backgrounds. But it also struggled to hold together a majority
coalition and advance a persuasive agenda for the use of government. Kazin traces the party’s fortunes through vivid character sketches of its key thinkers and doers, from Martin Van Buren and William Jennings Bryan to the ﬁnancier August Belmont and reformers such as Eleanor Roosevelt, Sidney
Hillman, and Jesse Jackson. He also explores the records of presidents from Andrew Jackson and Woodrow Wilson to Bill Clinton and Barack Obama. Throughout, Kazin reveals the rich interplay of personality, belief, strategy, and policy that deﬁne the life of the party—and outlines the core components of
a political endeavor that may allow President Biden and his co-partisans to renew the American experiment. Criminology The Essentials SAGE Publications Anthony Walsh and Cody Jorgensen’s Criminology: The Essentials introduces students to major theoretical perspectives and topics in a concise,
easy-to-read format. This straightforward overview of key subject areas in criminology thoroughly covers the most up-to-date advances in theory and research while challenging students to consider the applications of these theories and their policy implications. Kingdom of Characters The Language
Revolution That Made China Modern Penguin What does it take to reinvent a language? After a meteoric rise, China today is one of the world’s most powerful nations. Just a century ago, it was a crumbling empire with literacy reserved for the elite few, as the world underwent a massive
technological transformation that threatened to leave them behind. In Kingdom of Characters, Jing Tsu argues that China’s most daunting challenge was a linguistic one: the century-long ﬁght to make the formidable Chinese language accessible to the modern world of global trade and digital
technology. Kingdom of Characters follows the bold innovators who reinvented the Chinese language, among them an exiled reformer who risked a death sentence to advocate for Mandarin as a national language, a Chinese-Muslim poet who laid the groundwork for Chairman Mao's phonetic writing
system, and a computer engineer who devised input codes for Chinese characters on the lid of a teacup from the ﬂoor of a jail cell. Without their advances, China might never have become the dominating force we know today. With larger-than-life characters and an unexpected perspective on the major
events of China’s tumultuous twentieth century, Tsu reveals how language is both a technology to be perfected and a subtle, yet potent, power to be exercised and expanded.
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